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Cathy Duffy draws upon her many years of home education experience, both in
teaching and researching curriculum, to bring us the most thorough and useful book
available on teaching teenagers at home.
This paperback textbook provides coverage in the NY State Core Curriculum Key Ideas
and Performance Indicators.

CliffsQuickReview course guides cover the essentials of your toughest classes.
Get a firm grip on core concepts and key material, and test your newfound
knowledge with review questions. From planes, points, and postulates to
squares, spheres, and slopes — and everything in between — CliffsQuickReview
Geometry can help you make sense of it all. This guide introduces each topic,
defines key terms, and walks you through each sample problem step-by-step.
Begin with a review of fundamental ideas such as theorems, angles, and
intersecting lines. In no time, you'll be ready to work on other concepts such as
Triangles and polygons: Classifying and identifying; features and properties; the
Triangle Inequality Theorem; the Midpoint Theorem; and more Perimeter and
area: Parallelograms, trapezoids, regular polygons, circles Similarity: Ratio and
proportion; properties of proportions; similar triangles Right triangles Circles:
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Central angles and arcs; inscribed angles; chords, secants, tangents; arc length,
sectors Geometric solids and coordinate geometry CliffsQuickReview Geometry
acts as a supplement to your textbook and to classroom lectures. Use this
reference in any way that fits your personal style for study and review — you
decide what works best with your needs. Here are just a few ways you can
search for topics: Use the free Pocket Guide full of essential information Get a
glimpse of what you’ll gain from a chapter by reading through the Chapter CheckIn at the beginning of each chapter Use the Chapter Checkout at the end of each
chapter to gauge your grasp of the important information you need to know Test
your knowledge more completely in the CQR Review and look for additional
sources of information in the CQR Resource Center Use the glossary to find key
terms fast. With titles available for all the most popular high school and college
courses, CliffsQuickReview guides are a comprehensive resource that can help
you get the best possible grades.
Six essays by artificial intelligence pioneer Marvin Minsky on how education can
foster inventiveness, paired with commentary by Minsky's former colleagues and
students. Marvin Minsky was a pioneering researcher in artificial intelligence
whose work led to both theoretical and practical advances. His work was
motivated not only by technological advancement but also by the desire to
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understand the workings of our own minds. Minsky's insights about the mind
provide fresh perspectives on education and how children learn. This book
collects for the first time six essays by Minsky on children, learning, and the
potential of computers in school to enrich children's development. In these
essays Minsky discusses the shortcomings of conventional education
(particularly in mathematics) and considers alternative approaches; reflects on
the role of mentors; describes higher-level strategies for thinking across domains;
and suggests projects for children to pursue. Each essay is paired with
commentary by one of Minsky's former colleagues or students, which identifies
Minsky's key ideas and connects his writings to current research. Minsky once
observed that in traditional teaching, “instead of promoting inventiveness, we
focus on preventing mistakes.” These essays offer Minsky's unique insights into
how education can foster inventiveness. Commentary by Hal Abelson, Walter
Bender, Alan Kay, Margaret Minsky, Brian Silverman, Gary Stager, Mike Travers,
Patrick Henry Winston
Your complete guide to a higher score on the CSET: Mathematics. Features
information about certification requirements, an overview of the test - with a scoring
scale, description of the test structure and format and proven test-taking strategies
Approaches for answering the three types of questions: multiple-choice enhanced
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multiple-choice constructed-response. Reviews and Practice Focused reviews of all
areas tested: algebra, number theory, geometry, probability, calculus, and history of
mathematics Practice problems for selected difficult areas and domains 2 Full-Length
Practice Tests are structured like the actual exam and are complete with answers and
explanations The Glossary of Terms has description of Key Formulas and Properties
Test-Prep Essentials from the Experts at CliffsNotes
In 1975, Robert A. Heinlein was sixty-six, at the height of his literary career; J. Neil
Schulman was twenty and hadn't yet started his first novel. Because he was looking for
a way to meet his idol, Schulman wangled an assignment from the New York Daily
News--at the time the largest circulation newspaper in the U.S.--to interview Heinlein for
its Sunday Book Supplement. The resulting taped interview lasted three-and-a-half
hours. This turned out to be the longest interview Heinlein ever granted, and the only
one in which he talked freely and extensively about his personal philosophy and
ideology. "The Robert Heinlein Interview" contains Heinlein you won't find anywhere
else--even in Heinlein's own "Expanded Universe." If you wnat to know what Heinlein
had to say about UFO's, life after death, epistemology, or libertarianism, this interview
is the only source available. Also included in this collection are articles, reviews, and
letters that J. Neil Schulman wrote about Heinlein, including the original article written
for The Daily News, about which the Heinleins wrote Schulman that it was, "The best
article--in style, content, and accuracy--of the many, many written about him over the
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years." This book is must-reading for any serious student of Heinlein, or any reader
seeking to know him better.

Includes Part 1, Number 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and
Contributions to Periodicals July - December)
This monograph reports on an analysis of a small part of the mathematics
curriculum, the definitions given to quadrilaterals. This kind of research, which we
call micro-curricular analysis, is often undertaken by those who create curriculum,
but it is not usually done systematically and it is rarely published. Many terms in
mathematics education can be found to have different definitions in mathematics
books. Among these are “natural number,” “parallel lines” and “congruent
triangles,” “trapezoid” and “isosceles trapezoid,” the formal definitions of the
trigonometric functions and absolute value, and implicit definitions of the
arithmetic operations addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Yet many
teachers and students do not realize there is a choice of definitions for
mathematical terms. And even those who realize there is a choice may not know
who decides which definition of any mathematical term is better, and under what
criteria. Finally, rarely are the mathematical implications of various choices
discussed. As a result, many students misuse and otherwise do not understand
the role of definition in mathematics. We have chosen in this monograph to
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examine a bit of mathematics for its definitions: the quadrilaterals. We do so
because there is some disagreement in the definitions and, consequently, in the
ways in which quadrilaterals are classified and relate to each other. The issues
underlying these differences have engaged students, teachers, mathematics
educators, and mathematicians. There have been several articles and a number
of essays on the definitions and classification of quadrilaterals. But primarily we
chose this specific area of definition in mathematics because it demonstrates
how broad mathematical issues revolving around definitions become reflected in
curricular materials. While we were undertaking this research, we found that the
area of quadrilaterals supplied grist for broader and richer discussions than we
had first anticipated. The intended audience includes curriculum developers,
researchers, teachers, teacher trainers, and anyone interested in language and
its use.
This hardbound textbook provides coverage in the NY State Core Curriculum Key Ideas and
Performance Indicators.
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